PRESS INFORMATION
Burg Schlitz:
Looks and Lakes
I spy with my little Eye something…
Hohen Demzin 4/2012. Walking and watching is a delight. However, meanwhile many people
have become blind to the beautiful things by the wayside. They simply dash off, leaving
happiness behind. Learning afresh how to look, exploring with your eyes, taking your time to
watch more closely – this is a totally new experience for all those living on the fast track. In
Mecklenburg Vorpommern, the land of your desire, it still exists – time to slow down. Your
wrist watch and your mobile will not accompany you, when ex forest warden Juergen
Luttmann is taking you on a tour. On such strolls through meadows and forests you can learn
a lot about this world and about yourself. And there is more to be seen than your eye can
behold. For example five lakes which are worth looking at.
With a bit of luck you will catch sight of a crucian carp, a local speciality of the “Tiefen
Lake”, a circular lake richly stocked with fish. Who feels like it, may go fishing and try his
luck. The lake nearby the “Sculpture-Way” is guarded by stony witnesses. Those with a
romantic vein will sit down for a picnic by the “Louisen Lake”, where there is also a landing
stage and many snug and secluded spots to linger. Originally, the Castle-Lake’s “Rose Island”
harboured a water-castle, an enchanted little place which nowadays awakens memories of
times long past. Old postcards are helpful reminders, which are collected in the castle
archives. Take a refreshing bath in the “Straten Lake”. The road to this lake is more often
used by carriages than by modern vehicles. Beyond the castle’s premises you will find the
numerous and inviting lakes of the Mecklenburg Lake District. This, however, is quite a
different story to tell. If you want to spend some time with yourself, and (re-)discover the
wonders by the wayside, you will find a silent and peaceful paradise in the wide-stretching
Landscape-Park of Burg Schlitz, where the delight of walking and watching awakens almost
magically by itself.
Several packages are at your choice. But you can also just book the place and cut your own
path. Two nights in a Double-Room including breakfast are already available from EUR
236.00 per person onwards. Everything else can be arranged on the spot.
Altogether 20 spacious and stylishly furnished rooms and suites are available. You will find
plenty of space to linger, for instance for snug reading-pleasures with a nice cup of tea. The
kitchen is distinguished, with a country-flair, elevated, but not with its head in the clouds.
You may particularly look forward to venison from our own hunting grounds and fish from
the Mueritz. In addition to this you will enjoy delights according to season and all those
unforgettable delectabilities which the region can provide.

About Castle-Hotel Burg Schlitz
Burg Schlitz is a 90 minutes car drive away from Berlin and Hamburg, situated in the heart of
Mecklenburg Vorpommern and can also be reached comfortably via Rostock-Laage airport. A
small, attentive team takes care of the guests, gives recommendations for activities and
excursions and fulfills even exceptional wishes. The personally and individually managed 5star-category hotel offers 20 exclusively furnished rooms and suites, forests and fields richly
stocked with game, horse stables for the guests’ horses and many little retreats to help your
mind wander wherever it may take you.
Further information: available under tel. 03996-12700 or info@burg-schlitz.de The entire
world of Burg Schlitz opens for the visitor under www.burg-schlitz.de
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